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Finite Size and Dimensional Dependence in the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Proble
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We consider the Euclidean traveling salesman problem forN cities randomly distributed in the
unit d-dimensional hypercube, and investigate the finite size scaling of the mean optimal tour
length LE . With toroidal boundary conditions we find, motivated by a remarkable universality in
the kth nearest neighbor distribution, thatLEsd  2d  s0.7120 6 0.0002d N1y2 f1 1 Os1yNdg and
LEsd  3d  s0.6979 6 0.0002d N2y3f1 1 Os1yNdg. We then consider a mean-field approach in the
limit N ! ` which we find to be a good approximation (the error being less than 2.1% atd  1, 2,
and 3), and which suggests thatLEsdd  N121yd

p
dy2pe spdd1y2df1 1 Os1yddg at larged.

PACS numbers: 02.60.Pn, 02.70.Lq, 64.60.Cn
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The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of t
best known combinatorial optimization problems. It
NP complete (suggesting that no algorithm exists f
solving the problem in polynomial time), and it serves
a fertile ground for analytical and numerical approaches
optimization problems in general. It is also one of the fe
optimization problems that have been studied extensiv
in the context of statistical mechanics.

The TSP, as we consider it, is as follows: GivenN
points (“cities”) in a space, the problem is to find th
length of the shortest closed path (“tour”) going throu
each city exactly once. Two particular forms of the pro
lem have been investigated in depth. The first, which h
attracted the most attention among computer scientists
mathematicians, is the Euclidean TSP: TheN cities are
randomly distributed in ad-dimensional hypercube an
the distances between cities are given by the Euclid
metric. The second, which has been of particular inter
within the statistical physics community, is the rando
link TSP: The lengthslij separating citiesi and j are
taken as independent random variables with a given
tribution rsld.

It has been noted by Mézard and Parisi [1] that t
random link model, withrsld appropriately chosen, map
onto the Euclidean model if correlations between three
more distances are neglected (no triangle inequality,
instance). This suggests that the random link TSP can
considered as a mean-field approximation to the Euclid
case, and perhaps that this approximation becomes e
in the limit d ! `.

Our intention in this Letter is twofold. First, for
the Euclidean TSP we investigate finite size correctio
to the mean optimal tour lengthLE , in the large N
(“thermodynamic”) limit. To our knowledge there ha
been no prior work on this subject, in spite of a gre
deal of interest inLE in the thermodynamic limit itself.
Second, we explore the dimensional dependence ofLE

using a mean-field approach (the random link TSP
conjunction with the “cavity method” [1,2]). We exten
the work of Krauth and Mézard [3] to find the mean
field optimum LMF in the thermodynamic limit, as a
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function of dimension. Comparing mean-field results wi
EuclideanN ! ` results at lowd shows that mean field
does considerably better than previously expected, a
suggests that in quite natural units,LE can be written as a
power series in1yd.

Euclidean model: Finite size scalingsd  2d.—We
start with the case ofN cities distributed randomly
and uniformly in a unit square. Numerous heurist
approaches have been developed to find near-optim
TSP tours given a particular configuration (“instance”) o
cities. For our purposes, the most convenient methods
local-optimization heuristics such as the Lin-Kernigha
(LK) [4] and the chained local optimization (CLO) [5]
algorithms. With these algorithms, repeated runs on
given instance using different random starts produce t
optimal tour with increasing probability.

It has been shown [6] that in the largeN limit the
optimal tour length for a given instanceL̃E is self-
averaging up to a scaling factor

lim
N!`

L̃E

N121yd  bE ,

where convergence to the instance-independentbE is with
probability 1 (in the ensemble of instances with random
distributed cities). Much past work has concentrated
optimizing single instances at largeN (see [5,7,8]). Here,
however, our concern is to calculatebE along with an
estimate of statistical error, and so instead we avera
over a large number of instance. There is necessa
a tradeoff in the choice ofN: At small N alone we
cannot confidently predict the finite size scaling behavio
whereas at largeN the large amount of computing time
necessary for each optimization sharply limits the numb
of instances we can optimize reliably, and increases
statistical error. We therefore choose several small valu
of N (N  12 throughN  17) where we optimize using
LK, and two larger values (N  30 andN  100) where
we optimize using CLO.

Given LEsNd at different values ofN, then, we wish
to extrapolate and extract the limitbE , as well as finite
size corrections. In order to eliminate the effects
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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surface terms, we use periodic boundary conditions
the Euclidean distance metric. An indication of the siz
dependence to be expected inLEsNd may be found
by looking at the distanceDk between kth nearest
neighbors, averaged over the ensemble of instances.
direct calculations shows that, givenN cities distributed
randomly and uniformly over thed-dimensional unit
hypercube (with periodic boundary conditions),

DksN , dd ,
µ

N 2 1
k 2 1

∂
sN 2 kdd

∑
pdy2

Gsdy2 1 1d

∏k

3
Z 1y2

0
rdk

∑
1 2

pdy2

Gsdy2 1 1d

∏N2k21

dr ,

where exponentially small corrections inN have been
neglected.

Recognizing this integral (up to a change of variab
and further exponentially small corrections inN) as a beta
function, we find that

DksN , dd ,
GsNd

GsN 1 1ydd
Gsdy2 1 1d1yd

p
p

Gsk 1 1ydd
Gskd

.

(1)
Notice that there is a complete separation here of t
N dependence and thek dependence. This is indeed
a surprising universality: It means that up to expone
tially small corrections,all kth nearest neighbor mean
distances have exactly the same scaling law inN, namely,
GsNdyGsN 1 1ydd. It might be expected, then, that the
length of a TSP tour consisting ofN links would have
largeN scaling behavior

N
GsNd

GsN 1 1ydd
 N121yd

3

∑
1 1

1yd 2 1yd2

2N
1 O

µ
1

N2

∂∏
,

where the right-hand side follows from Stirling’s formula
In fact, due to correlations betweenk and N in the

optimal tour, this is not quite the case. Figure 1 show
our results forLE divided by the scaling quantity above
at d  2: We find that this is, to a good fit, itself a powe
series in1yN, albeit one with a small first-order term
The asymptoticN ! ` value isbE  0.7120 6 0.0002,
where the error is obtained on the basis ofx2 analysis.
This result is, to our knowledge, the most precise to da
for the Euclidean TSP in the thermodynamic limit.

The methods by which we obtained the results in Fig.
are themselves of some importance. For runs optimiz
by LK (N  12 through N  17), we averaged over
the results of 250 000 instances, where for each insta
we took the best (lowest) optimum found in ten rando
starts (ten different runs). ForN  30 we averaged over
10 000 instances, taking for each one the best optim
found by CLO (ten Monte Carlo iterations per run) in
five random starts. ForN  100 we averaged over
6000 instances, taking for each one the best optimu
found by CLO (ten Monte Carlo iterations per run
n
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FIG. 1. Finite size dependence of rescaled Euclidean
TSP optimum. Best fitsx2  5.48d is given byLEyN1y2f1 1
1ys8Nd 1 · · ·g  0.7120s1 2 0.0171yN 2 1.048yN2d. Error
bars represent statistical errors.

in twenty random starts. These methods introduce
systematic error, because they do not always find
true optimum; we estimated this error by performing
large number of runs on a few instances and measu
the average expected error (weighted by the probabi
of making that error when choosing the best out
ten random starts). In all cases, we verified that t
systematic error stayed under 10% of the statistical er
shown in the error bars.

In order to reduce the statistical noise further, we us
the following variance reduction method: Recognizin
that LBsNd ; NsD1 1 D2dy2 is a lower bound on the
tour length (each city is at best connected to its fir
and second-nearest neighbors), write the estimator forLE

as kL̃E 2 lL̃Bl 1 lLB. L̃E and L̃B denotes valuesfor
a particular instance,the angular brackets represent th
average over instances sample, and the ensemble ave
LB can be calculated analytically [see Eq. (1)].l is a
parameter which we adjust to minimize the variance
our new estimator. In practice, optimal values ofl sl ø
0.75d enabled us to reduce the error by over 60%. Oth
variance reduction methods can also be used [9], but o
has the advantage of introducing no new systematic er

Mean-field method.—We now turn our attention to the
mean-field approximation, based on the random link TS
Rather than havingN cities distributed randomly in a
hypercube, we now have lengthslij between citiesi and
j s1 # i , j # Nd distributed asindependentrandom
variables according to a certain distributionrsld. We
take rsld to be the probability distribution of lengths
between cities in thed-dimensional Euclidean problem
in the absence of finite size effects:

rsld  dpdy2ld21yGsdy2 1 1d .
1189
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This establishes a mapping in the thermodynamic li
between the random link TSP and the Euclidean T
neglecting all correlations among (Euclidean) distance

The mean-field “model” is the random link TSP
described for our purposes by the “cavity equation
written down by Krauth and Mézard [3]. In our langua
this leads to

bMFsdd 
1

p
p

d
2

∑
Gsdy2 1 1d

Gsd 1 1d

∏1yd

3
Z `

2`
Gd21sxd f1 1 Gd21sxdge2Gd21sxddx ,

wherebMF , LMFyN121yd as in the Euclidean case, an

Gdsxd 
Z `

2x

sx 1 ydd

d!
f1 1 Gds ydge2Gds yddy . (2)

It has been argued persuasively, notably on the basi
excellent agreement in thed  1 case [3], that the cavity
method is exact for theN ! ` random link TSP. In
the following discussion we shall also present furth
justification for this assumption.

There is no known analytical solution of the integr
equation forGdsxd given in Eq. (2). However, it can be
solved numerically; this was done by Krauth and Méza
at d  1 and d  2, giving bMFsd  1d  1.0208 and
bMFsd  2d  0.7251 [3]. These values may be com
pared withbEsdd: Under periodic boundary condition
bEsd  1d  1 (trivially) and bEsd  2d  0.7120 (see
previous section). Therefore, atd  1 mean field has a
2.1% excess with respect to the Euclidean value, an
d  2 a 1.8% excess (see also Table I). Already at l
dimension, then, mean field gives quite a good appro
mation to the Euclidean case. It is amusing to note t
Krauth and Mézard themselves assumed a rather inacc
Euclidean valuebEsd  2d  0.749, and so their mean
field results seemed poorer to them than they actually w

We now extend the numerical solution of Eq. (2)
higher dimensions. As in the problem of Euclide
finite size scaling, we can get an indication of wh
dimensional dependence to expect inLMFsdd by looking
at the meankth nearest-neighbor distanceDk multiplied
by the number of linksN. In the thermodynamic limit,
Eq. (1) gives

NDksdd ,

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

N121yd Gsdy2 1 1d1yd

p
p

3
Gsk 1 1ydd

Gskd
,

N121yd

r
d

2pe
spdd1y2d

3

∑
1 1 O

µ
lnk
d

∂∏
at larged .

Dividing by N121yd , this suggests that

bsdd 

s
d

2pe
spdd1y2d

∑
1 1 O

µ
1
d

∂∏
.
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TABLE I. Comparison of Euclidean and mean-field TS
optima (rescaled) at dimension up tod  3.

d bE bMF MF % excess

1 1 1.0208 12.1%
2 0.7120 6 0.0002 0.7251 11.8%
3 0.6979 6 0.0002 0.7100 11.7%

Figure 2 shows that this is indeed so for the mea
field results obtained by numerical resolution of Eq. (2
Looking atbMFy

p
dy2pe spdd1y2d, we find an excellent

fit by a 1yd power series with a leading order term
which, to the precision of our raw numerical data,
indistinguishable from 1.

The fact that bMFy
p

dy2pe at d ! ` is another
confirmation of the validity of the cavity method, as th
property is known to be true for the pure random lin
TSP [10]. We have thus added to Krauth and Mézar
investigation (atd  1) further evidence (atd ! `) that
the cavity method is exact.

Finally, let us rewrite the left-hand side of the best-
equation in Fig. 2 with an additionals1y2d1y2d factor in
the denominator:

bMFp
dy2pe spdy2d1y2d

 0.999997 1
0.499395

d

1 O

µ
1

d2

∂
.

Notice that the1yd coefficient is practically indistinguish-
able from1y2. An interpretation of this remarkable resu
is given in [11].

FIG. 2. Dimensional dependence of rescaled mean-fi
TSP optimum. Best fit sx2  7.46 3 10211d is given
by bMFy

p
dy2pe spdd1y2d  0.999997 1 0.152821yd 1

1.05488yd2.
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FIG. 3. Rescaled Euclidean TSP optimum (points) as a fu
tion of dimension, sandwiched between mean-field optim
(solid line) and exact lower bound (dashed line).

Euclidean model: Dimensional dependence.—Given
the mean-field results, we now return to the Euclide
model. Table I shows the numerical result atd  3
(obtained by the same heuristic methods as in thed  2
case) together with the mean-field value, and thed  1
andd  2 results presented earlier.

These results suggest thatbMF is an upper bound for
bE (and heuristic arguments [11] also provide support
this). At the same time, there is the strict lower bou
LB ; NsD1 1 D2dy2, mentioned earlier in the discussio
on variance reduction. Figure 3 shows the Euclidean
sults “sandwiched” between the corresponding mean fi
and lower bound quantities, both of which may be wr
ten in thed ! ` limit as bsdd 

p
dy2pe spdd1y2df1 1

Os1yddg. We conjecture that mean field does indeed
main an upper bound at all values ofd, and consequently
thatbE behaves asymptotically at larged as

bEsdd 

s
d

2pe
spdd1y2d

∑
1 1 O

µ
1
d

∂∏
.

This would also support a weaker conjecture by Bertsim
and van Ryzin [12], stating that for the Euclidean TS
bE ,

p
dy2pe at d ! `.

In conclusion, we have investigated the finite si
behavior of the Euclidean TSP optimum under period
boundary conditions, and have seen that atd  2, LE

converges as a1yN series:

LE

N1y2f1 1 1ys8Nd 1 · · ·g
 bE

µ
1 2

0.0171
N

2 · · ·

∂
.
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In the process we have extracted what we believe
be the best result to date for the thermodynamic lim
bEsd  2d  0.7120 6 0.0002.

At the same time we have, by means of a mean-fi
method, examined the dimensional dependence of the T
We have found that mean field is a good approximation,

2.1% error) to the Euclidean TSP atd  1, 2, and3. We
have seen numerically that atd ! ` the cavity equations
are compatible with the exact random link TSP resu
and thus have provided further evidence that they
exact at all dimensions. Additional work is in progres
to understand the coefficient1y2 in the subleading term
of the cavity equation solution. Finally, comparing ou
mean-field and Euclidean results suggests not only that
Bertsimas-van Ryzin conjecture for the larged limit of
bEsdd is correct, but also that the asymptotic behavior
in fact bEsdd 

p
dy2pe spdd1y2df1 1 Os1yddg.
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Note added.–Since our submission, D. S. Johnsonet al.
[13], using slightly different methods, have found valu
for bEsdd compatible with ours atd  2 and3.
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